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Abstract. The idea of automating e-commerce transactions attracted alot of in-
terest during the last years. Multi-agent systems are claimed to be one of promis-
ing software technologies for achieving this goal. In this paper we summarize
state-of-the-art in rule-based approaches to automated negotiations and present
initial experimental results with our own implementation of a rule-based price
negotiation mechanism in a model e-commerce multi-agent system. The exper-
imental scenario considers multiple buyer agents involvedin multiple English
auctions that are performed in parallel.

1 Introduction

During last years, interest in e-commerce has shifted from simple Web presence of
a business to advanced use of e-commerce technologies in order to support growth
of business itself — by improving its efficacy and profitability. Therefore, the idea of
automating e-commerce transactions attracted a lot of research interest ([15]).

Most of currently existing e-commerce systems involve humans that make most
important decisions in various activities along the lifeline of an e-commerce transaction.
At the same time, software agents are claimed to be one of the best technologies for
automating e-commerce processes. It is expected that intelligent agents will be able to
substantially reduce (if not eliminate) need for human involvement — in all but most
crucial decisions. In this context, we have set up a project to contribute development of
such an agent system [11]. In particular our project has two main goals: (1) to build a
large-scale implementation approximating an e-commerce environment; (2) to develop
a tool that we will be able to use for modeling various e-commerce scenarios.

E-commerce research proposes that when digital technologies are utilized to medi-
ate commercial transactions, then the complete process canbe conceptualized as con-
sisting of four phases: (i)pre-contractual phaseincluding activities like need identifica-
tion, product brokering, merchant brokering, and matchmaking; (ii) negotiationwhere
negotiation participants negotiate according to the rulesof a particular market mecha-
nism and using their private negotiation strategies; (iii)contract executionincluding ac-
tivities like: order submission, logistics, and payment; and (iv) post-contractual phase
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that includes activities like collecting managerial information and product or service
evaluation.

Focus of this paper is on thenegotiation phaseof a transaction taking place in a
multi-agent e-commerce system that we have started to develop ([11]). As a part of this
work we are interested in endowing our agents with flexibility necessary to engage in
unknown in advance forms of negotiations using rule-based approaches. We start our
presentation with an overview of state-of-the-art of rule representations in automated
negotiations. We follow with a brief summary of the architecture of our proposed sys-
tem that uses a rule-based framework for enforcing specific negotiation mechanisms,
together with a sample scenario. Finally, we discuss some experimental results of our
implementation.

2 Background on Rule-Based Negotiation

Rules have been indicated as a very promising technique for formalizing multi-agent
negotiations ([4, 7, 8, 10, 16, 18, 22, 27, 28]). When considering design of systems for
automated negotiations it is typically the case thatnegotiation protocols(or mecha-
nisms) that define ”rules of encounter” between participants andnegotiation strategies
that define behaviors aiming at achieving a desired outcome are distinguished. However,
rule representations were proposed for both negotiation mechanisms ([7, 24, 16, 18, 27,
28]) and strategies ([10, 22, 8]). Let us now summarize most important developments in
the area of rule based approaches to automated negotiations.

In our work we follow a rule-based framework for enforcing specific negotiation
mechanisms inspired by [7]. Its authors sketched a completeframework for imple-
menting portable agent negotiations that comprises: (1) negotiation infrastructure, (2)
generic negotiation protocol and (3) taxonomy of declarative rules. Thenegotiation
infrastructuredefines roles of negotiation participants and of a host. Participants ex-
change proposals within a negotiation locale managed by thehost. Thegeneric negoti-
ation protocoldefines three phases of a negotiation: admission, exchange of proposals
and formation of an agreement, in terms of how and when messages should be ex-
changed between the host and participants.Negotiation rulesare used for enforcing the
negotiation mechanism. Rules are organized into a taxonomy: rules for participants ad-
mission to negotiations, rules for checking the validity ofproposals, rules for protocol
enforcement, rules for updating the negotiation status andinforming participants, rules
for agreement formation and rules for controlling the negotiation termination.

The proposal for formalizing negotiations introduced in [24] goes beyond the frame-
work of [7]. Its authors suggest to use an ontology for expressing negotiation protocols.
Whenever an agent is admitted to negotiation it also obtainsa specification of the ne-
gotiation rules in terms of the shared ontology. In some sense, the negotiation template
used by our implementation (see [4]) is a ”simplified” negotiation ontology and the par-
ticipants must be able to ”understand” the slots defined in the template. This approach
is exemplified with a sample scenario. The ontology approachintroduced in [24] is
taken further in [23] by investigating how the ontology can be used to tune the negotia-
tion strategy of participant agents. However, paper [24] contains neither implementation
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details, nor experimental results. Furthermore, we were not able to obtain a complete
version of the ontology described in the paper.

In [27, 28] a mathematical characterization of auction rules for parameterizing the
auction design space is introduced. The proposed parametrization is organized along
three axes: i)bidding rules– state when bids may be posted, updated or withdrawn;
ii) clearing policy– states how the auction commands resource allocation (including
auctioned items and money) between auction participants (this corresponds roughly to
agreement making in our approach); iii)information revelation policy– states how and
what intermediate auction information is supplied to participating agents.

In [18] authors developed a special declarative language CLP (“Courteous Logic
Programs as KR”) for expressing and reasoning about contracts and negotiations. This
project was a continuation of the Michigan AuctionBot project ([26]), and its authors
focused on the automatic configuration of negotiations based on a contract and showed
how rules generated during the negotiation process can be combined with the partial
contract to form an executable final contract. Background knowledge supporting this
infrastructure was embodied in three CLP rule sets:Auction-Configuration, Auction-
Space, andAuctionbot-Mapping.Auction-Configurationsupports reasoning about alter-
native negotiation structures and also specifies how to split contract into an array of auc-
tions.Auction-Spaceimplements a cleaner, more general parameterization of theauc-
tion design space, imposes constraints and conditional defaults on parameters, and in-
fers auction parameters from higher-level knowledge aboutthe negotiation.AuctionBot-
Mappingmaps theAuction-Spaceparameterization to the existing set ofAuctionBot
parameters. Unfortunately, we were not able to find any information about continuation
of this interesting project.

In [16] an implementation of a new rule-based scripting language (AB3D) for ex-
pressing auction mechanisms is reported. The design and implementation of AB3D
were primarily influenced by the parametrization of the auction design space defined
in [27, 28] and the previous experiences with the Michigan Internet AuctionBot ([26]).
According to [16], A3BD allows the initialization of auction parameters, the definition
of rules for triggering auction events, the declaration of user variables and the definition
of rules for controlling bid admissibility.

A formal executable approach for defining the strategy of agents participating in
negotiations using defeasible logic programs is reported in [12] and [10]. The approach
is demonstrated on English auctions and bargaining with multiple parties by indicat-
ing sets of rules for describing strategies of participating agents. However, paper [12]
contains neither implementation details, nor experimental results.

In [22] a preliminary implementation of a system of agents that negotiate using
strategies expressed in defeasible logic is described. Theimplementation is demon-
strated with a bargaining scenario involving one buyer and one seller agent. The buyer
strategy is defined by a defeasible logic program. Note that the implementation reported
in [22] builds on the architecture of negotiating agents previously introduced in [10].
Note also that defeasible logic programs are able to expresscourteous logic programs
proposed in [18] and yet to support efficient reasoning, which suggest that they might
be the appropriate representation formalism of negotiation strategies.
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The CONSENSUS system that enables agents to engage in combined negotiations
was presented in [8]. CONSENSUS allows agents to negotiate different complementary
items on separate servers on behalf of human users. Each CONSENSUS agent uses
a rule base partitioned into: i)basic rulesthat determine the negotiation protocol, ii)
strategy rulesthat determine the negotiation strategy and iii)coordination rulesthat
determine the knowledge for assuring that either all of the complementary items or
none are purchased. Note that in CONSENSUS the rule-based approach is taken beyond
mechanism and strategy representation to capture also coordination knowledge.

Another interesting work is the open environment for automated negotiations specif-
ically targeted to auctions – auction reference model (ARM,[20]) and its associated
declarative auction specification language (DAL, [19]). Itshould be noted that, while
not explicitly using rules, a DAL specification actually models the flow of an auction us-
ing a rule-based approach. DAL constructs comprise the following: views, validations,
transitions and agreement generators. Views are analogousto visibility rules, valida-
tions are analogous to validity and protocol enforcement rules, transitions are analo-
gous to update rules and agreement generators are analogousto agreement formation
and negotiation life-cycle rules.

Before proceeding further, let us make the following remark. E-commerce is seen
as one of the key services of modern information society and therefore, the ability of
software agents to discover remote markets and engage in commercial transactions gov-
erned by market mechanisms unknown in advance, is of primaryimportance. Rules con-
stitute a very promising approach to describing negotiation processes (see for instance
all references cited in this section). However, a key aspectfor success of automated
negotiations, that already generated some interest in the research community, is the de-
velopment of a truly open rule-based semantic description of the market mechanism [7,
4, 19, 20, 24, 23]. As our research indicates, we are still quite far from that vision of soft-
ware agents needing only minimal pre-compiled knowledge toenable them to ”sense”
the negotiation mechanism and ”tune” the negotiation strategy accordingly. It is exactly
this issue that catalyzes our work and that differentiates it from previous works, making
us to proceed further.

3 System Description and Experiment

3.1 Conceptual Architecture

Our system acts as a distributed marketplace in which agentsperform functions typi-
cally observed in e-commerce ([11]). E-shops are represented by shop and seller agents,
while e-buyers are represented by client and buyer agents. In Figure 1 we present Use-
Case diagram of the complete system. Outside o bounds of the system we can see
User-Clientwho will attempt at buying products from one of the e-shops and User-
Sellerwho tries to sell products in her e-store. Let us now briefly summarize the most
important agents appearing in the system and their functionalities (for a complete dis-
cussion of the system see [3, 5, 6]).User-Clientis represented by theClient Agent(CA).
TheCA is completely autonomous and as soon as the decision to purchase productP
is communicated by theUser-Client, it will work until either the product is purchased
or, due to the market circumstances (e.g. prices are to high)purchase is abandoned.
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Fig. 1. Use Case diagram of the proposed agent-based e-commerce system

TheCA communicates with theClient Information Center(CIC) agent which contains
complete information which e-stores sell which products. For each store that sells the
requested product, theCA delegates a singleBuyer Agent(BA) with a mission to be
involved in price negotiations and if successful, possiblyattempt at making a purchase
(successful price negotiations result in a product reservation for a specific time period;
after which products that have not been actually purchased are returned to the pool
of products available for sale). Since multipleBAs representing the sameCA can win
price negotiations and report to theCA, it is theCA that makes the decision if either of
available offers is good enough to make a purchase.Buyer Agentseither migrate to the
negotiation host or are created locally [6]. They can participate in negotiations only if
the Gatekeeper Agent(GA) allows this. TheGA utilizes trust informationto evaluate
if a givenBA should be admitted (BAs that win price negotiations but do not make a
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purchase may be barred from subsequent negotiations). TheGA is one of agents that
represent that e-store and is created by theShop Agent(SA). TheSAis the central man-
ager of the e-shop. Facilitating the selling process, theSAutilizes the (GA), as well as
aWarehouse Agent(WA) that is responsible for inventory and reservation management;
and a set ofSeller Agents(SeA) that negotiate price with incomingBAs.

In our experiments we considered simplified version of this scenario that involves a
singleShop Agentandn Client AgentsCAi , 1≤ i ≤ n. TheSAis sellingmproductsP =
{1, 2, . . . ,m}. We assume that each client agentCAi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is seeking a setPi ⊆ P

of products (we therefore restrict our attention to the casewhere all sought products are
available through theS A). TheS Ais usingm Seller Agents S eAj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m and each
S eAj is responsible for selling a single productj. EachCAi is using buyer agentsBAik to
purchase products from the setPi . EachBAik is responsible for negotiating and buying
exactly one productk ∈ Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. To attempt purchaseBuyer Agents BAik migrate
to theS Aand engage in negotiations; aBAik, that was spawned by theClient Agent CAi ,
will engage in negotiation with sellerS eAk, to purchase productk. This simple scenario
is sufficient for the purpose of our paper, i.e. to illustrate our rule-based system and show
how a number of rule-based automated negotiations can be performed concurrently. In
this setting, eachSeller Agent S eAj plays the role of a negotiation host defined in [7].
Therefore, in our system, we have exactlym instances of the framework described in
[7]. Each instance is managing a separate ”negotiation locale”, while all instances are
linked to theShop Agent. For each instance we have one separate set of rules together
with a negotiation template that describes the negotiationmechanism implemented by
that host. Note that each seller may use a different negotiation mechanism (different
form of an auction, or an auction characterized by different parameters, such as the
starting price or the bidding increment). See [4] for the details of our implementation
of this conceptual architecture using JADE ([13]) and JESS ([14]).

3.2 Rule-based Representation of English Auctions

For the purpose of this paper we have set up our system for a particular negotiation
scenario involving English auctions. Technically, English auctions are single-item, first-
price, open-cry, ascending auctions ([15],[25]). In an English auction there is a single
item (or a collection of products treated as a single item) sold by a single seller and
many buyers bidding against each other for buying that item.Usually, there is a time
limit for ending the auction, a seller reservation price that must be met by the winning
bid for the item to be sold and a minimum value of the bid increment. A new bid must
be higher than the currently highest bid plus a minimal bid increment in order to be
accepted. All the bids are visible to all the auction participants.

The constraints describing English auctions were encoded as a modularized set of
JESS rules. The rules were then used to initialize rule inference engines encapsulated
by the negotiation hosts [4]).

Let us now consider a few sample rules for representing English auctions. These
rules are described informally using a pseudo-code notation that is independent of any
implementation-level language (like JESS).

POSTING-BUYER rule specifies that abuyerparticipant can post a proposal when-
ever there is an offer already posted by asellerparticipant.
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POSTING-BUYER
IF

There is a valid proposalPr of a participant with rolebuyer∧
There is an active proposal of a participant with roleseller

THEN
ProposalPr is posted

IMPROVEMENT-BUYER rule specifies that abuyerparticipant must post a pro-
posal with a price that must overbid the currently highest idwith at least a given incre-
ment )that is a parameter of the auction).

IMPROVEMENT-BUYER
IF

Negotiation is on goodsA∧
Bid increment isInc∧
Currently highest bid isB∧
ProposalPr on goodsA with priceP was posted by abuyer∧
P > B+ Inc

THEN
ProposalPr is active

AGREEMENT-FORMATION rule specifies that whenever agreement formation is
triggered, if the currently highest bid is greater than theseller reservation price (that it
is not disclosed to the participants), an agreement is formed between the submitter of
the highest bid and theseller.

AGREEMENT-FORMATION
IF

The currently highest bid isB and was submitted bybuyer S1∧
There is an active proposal ofseller S2 with priceP∧
Negotiation is on goodsA∧
B ≥ P

THEN
An agreement ofS1 with S2 to transact goodsA at priceP1 is formed

3.3 Participants Strategy

Strategies of participant agents are defined in accordance with the negotiation protocol
(i.e. English auctions in this particular setting). Basically, the strategy defines if and
when a participant will submit a proposal depending on what are the values of its pa-
rameters. For the time being we opted for a simple solution: the participant submits a
first bid immediately after it was granted admission and whenever it gets a notification
that another participant issued an accepted proposal. The value of the bid is equal the
sum of the currently highest bid and an increment value that is private to the participant.
Each participant has its own valuation of the negotiated product. If the value of the new
bid exceeds this value then the proposal submission is canceled (given product became
”too expensive” for a givenBA). Note that in the case of an English auction there is no
particular strategy for theSeller Agentas it plays only a passive role.
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Agent strategies were implemented in Java as participant agent behaviors ([13]). In
the future we plan to design the system in such a way that strategies will also be repre-
sented in the rule-based form ([10, 12]). This will provide us with the required flexibility
to easily add multiple strategies to our implementation. Obviously, in practice, this form
of strategy representation is required only for more involved forms of price negotiations
(where utilization of complicated strategies makes much more sense).

3.4 Experiment

In the experiment we consideredm = 10 products andn = 12 clients seeking all
of them, i.e.Pi = P for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 10. The auction parameters were the same for
all auctions: reservation price 50 and minimum bid increment 5. Clients reservation
prices were randomly selected from the interval [50,72] andtheir bid increments were
randomly selected from the interval [7,17].

In this experiment 143 agents were created: 1 shopS A, 10 sellersS eAi , 1≤ i ≤ 10,
12 clientsCAi , 1≤ i ≤ 12, and 120 buyersBAik, 1 ≤ i ≤ 12, 1≤ k ≤ 10, and 10 English
auctions were run concurrently. One separate JESS rule engine was also created for each
English auction (therefore a total of 10 JESS rule engines were run in parallel). The
average number of messages exchanged per negotiation was approximately 100 and all
the auctions finished successfully. This means that a total of more than 1000 messages
was exchanged during negotiations. While the total number of agents and messages
is still small (for instance in comparison with these reported in [9], this experiments
indicates that the proposed approach has good potential forsupporting experiments on
large-scale.

Figure 2 shows messages exchanged between the sellerS eA1 and buyersBAi1, 1 ≤
i ≤ 12 that were captured with the help of the JADE sniffer agent.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we discussed rule-based approaches for automated negotiation in a model
multi-agent e-commerce systems. Our discussion was supplemented by providing ex-
perimental results obtained using our own implementation of a rule-based price auto-
mated negotiation framework. The results support the claimthat rules are a feasible and
scalable technology for approaching flexible automated negotiation in e-commerce.

As future work we plan to: (i) complete the integration of therule-based frame-
work into our agent-based model e-commerce system; (ii) to asses the generality of our
implementation by extending it to include other price negotiation mechanisms; (iii) to
conceptualize representation and ways to efficiently implement multiple strategy mod-
ules; iv) to investigate the applicability of rule-markup languages ([21]) for devising an
open rule-representation of negotiation mechanisms. We will report on our progress in
subsequent papers.
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